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One of the common takeaways that people have after being abroad is how they have 
gained a sort of independence and confidence within themselves. I have heard many of my 
classmates talk about the loneliness they felt while abroad as much as that is true, I feel that once 
we return to the U.S. or wherever home may be, we convert that loneliness into an acceptance 
and a comfort with being alone. We transfer those feelings that were once of solitude into a new 
understood confidence with oneself. It’s hardly something that we can see in ourselves but others 
will be the first to comment on how maybe you’re now walking with purpose or how you trust 
and voice your opinions. I am an only child and as much as I should’ve been relatively good with 
being alone, I never was. I eagerly sought the validation and company of others. Being abroad 
was especially hard for me as I was on my own in nearly every capacity and it was very 
uncomfortable. I didn’t trust myself to do things alone. As much as I wanted to take the metro 
into the heart of the city and find a cute little café to study in, most of the time I couldn’t even 
compel myself to leave my room. I was so disappointed in my lack of drive and angry that I 
seemed unable to be independent. Often I would think of my mom who, when I had left for 
college, packed up her life and moved to Italy. She didn’t know the language, and she didn’t 
know a single person, yet she jumped at the opportunity to begin anew. I have always been in 
awe of my mother. It might be cliché to say she is the strongest person I know but its true.  
Upon returning, I had a few friends say I looked taller and my dad told me I seemed more 
mature. But when my mom commented on how I looked at ease with myself is when I finally 
understood that three months alone really had changed me. Going abroad for me has absolutely 
changed my life but not in any of the ways I had imagined. I didn’t really learn the language all 
that well nor had I “become a local” in my three months in Barcelona. Those three months gave 
me something far more important, they helped me really find myself and learn to love myself. 
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